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MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
On October 14th an officer was dispatched to Orchard Adult Day Care (23023 Orchard Lake
Road) on a Malicious Destruction of Property (MDOP) report. Upon arrival the officer learned
the rear window of a work vehicle was shattered overnight by unknown means. The vehicle
was parked in the lot next to the business. The owner reported no items missing from the
vehicle. No suspect information was available.
DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE
On October 14th, at approximately 10:34 p.m., an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle for
speeding in the area of Grand River and Grove. Further investigation by the officer revealed
that the driver did not have a driver’s license and had two traffic warrants for his arrest out of
neighboring jurisdictions. The man was arrested and housed at the Farmington jail.
LARCENY
On October 15th an officer was dispatched to Antonio’s Liquor (22804 Orchard Lake Road) on
a larceny of a bike. Upon arrival the officer learned a woman’s purple Schwinn bicycle was
taken by an unknown subject. The bicycle was unlocked in front of the store. Surveillance
footage revealed the bike was taken by a thirty year old Hispanic male. An area search was
conducted with negative results and a BOL distributed. No further suspect information was
available.
DISORDERLY INTOXICATION
On October 15th, at approximately 9:45 p.m., officers were dispatched to Kensington Manor
Apartments for a report of disturbing the peace. A downstairs neighbor had been blaring
music and then kicked the complainant’s door. While the officers were en route to the
complaint, dispatch advised that the downstairs neighbor had called 9-1-1 and was being
belligerent to the dispatchers. Upon arrival the officers began interviewing the downstairs
neighbor who was visibly intoxicated. The man became loud and belligerent with officers and
refused to identify himself. Officers learned from the complainant that the man had been
blaring his music, so the complainant banged on the floor in order for the man to turn the
music down. The neighbor than went to the complainant’s door and began kicking and
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banging on the door, yelling at the complainant and his spouse. The neighbor was arrested
for disorderly intoxication and was housed at the Farmington jail.
BREAKING AND ENTERING
On October 16th the owner of the Town Village Cleaners (34445 Grand River) contacted this
department regarding an overnight breaking and entering. The owner indicated he arrived at
his business to find the front glass door shattered. Officers arrived and cleared the business.
Officers learned only a cash register containing ten dollars was stolen. The business was not
alarmed and contained no surveillance cameras. Officers collected a blood sample near the
shattered door to be analyzed by MSP. Photographs were also taken to document the
scene.
ATTEMPT LARCENY FROM AUTOMOBILE
On October 17th officers were dispatched to Kingslane Apartments on a suspicious person in
a white sweatshirt looking into cars and trying door handles. Upon arrival officers observed a
subject trying to hide between vehicles in the dark carport of the apartment complex. The
officers detained the subject. Officers also located a pair of gloves and a flashlight in the
area of the subject. The subject was read her Miranda rights and interrogated. The subject
confessed to owning the flashlight and gloves and attempting to break into vehicles. The
subject was arrested for attempt Larceny from Automobile (LFA). The report was forwarded
to the Oakland County Prosecutor’s Office for attempt LFA charges.
DRIVING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED
On October 18th, at approximately 11:25 p.m., an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle for
speeding in the area of Grand River and Maple. Further investigation by the officer revealed
that the driver had a suspended driver’s license for failing to pay a ticket out of the city of
Detroit. The woman was arrested for Driving While License Suspended and booked at the
Farmington jail. The woman was released with a citation.
OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED
On October 19th an officer stopped a vehicle on Grand River near Drake Road for failing to
yield. The officer detected an odor of intoxicants coming from the interior of the vehicle. The
driver admitted to consuming two beers at a bar in Novi. The driver failed field sobriety tests
with a PBT of .15(5). The driver was arrested for Operating While Intoxicated (OWI) and the
vehicle was turned over to a sober passenger. The driver refused a breath test at the station.
A blood draw was completed pursuant to a search warrant. The officer issued the driver a
citation for OWI. The driver was housed pending arraignment.
DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE
On October 19th, at approximately 11:18 p.m., an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle in the
area of Grand River and Hawthorne because the vehicle had no working taillights. Further
investigation by the officer revealed that the driver never had a driver’s license and had a
traffic warrant out of the city of Detroit. The woman was arrested for Driving Without a
License and was housed at the Farmington jail.
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POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA
On October 20th an officer stopped a vehicle on Grand River and Cass for a defective
headlight. The officer detected an odor of Marijuana coming from the vehicle. A search of
the vehicle produced a baggie of Marijuana. A passenger claimed ownership of the
Marijuana. The Marijuana was confiscated. The driver of the vehicle was suspended with a
warrant. The driver and passenger were arrested for Driving While License Suspended and
Possession of Marijuana, respectively. The vehicle was impounded. Both received citations
and were housed pending receipt of bond money.
BREAKING AND ENTERING
On October 20th officers were dispatched to an alarm at Taylor Prescription (32316 Grand
River). Officers located a shattered window on the side of the building. The business was
cleared and a key holder contacted. A review of the surveillance footage indicated the
suspect(s) fled the business without taking any items. Photographs were taken. No suspect
information was available.

